
Koi Drawing Class
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Tip. To slow the really fast workers down (you know who they are) give them a thin brush to 
start with and for the slower workers give them thicker brushes to work with. Remind 
everyone of time and pace the class. We took +- 30mins for planning and working with pencil, 
10mins for the pastel crayons and +- 20mins to add colour. 

Materials Required: 

1. A2 white page, 200 – 240g paper. The thicker the better, you can also use watercolour 
paper but it’s expensive. 

2. Pencil
3. Eraser
4. Pastel Crayons
5. Water Colour Paint (optional)
6. Acrylic Ink (red, yellow, blue and green needed. Other colours are also welcome if you 

have more). Ink works well for large areas such as the background
7. Printout (How to draw a Koi) 
8. Hand towel, each child should have a hand towel (always when working with paint or 

ink), to dry the brush, dab ink and to clean fingers
9. Water in a jug
10. 1 Thick and 1 thin / medium brush
11. Printouts of koi fish (to show colours) or a Koi Fish video playing on a laptop or screen 

(optional). Herewith a link to a Koi video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hg_RGGieGJo
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Koi Drawing Class

Prepare each workstation with a 
A2 paper, a pencil, pastel 
crayons, water, brush and the 
how to draw a koi printout. Also 
have a few erasers and 
inspiration sheets laying around 
for them to refer to. Have koi 
printouts or a koi video playing 
(optional). 
Only handout the ink and paint 
later. 

Or little ones swimming 
away from a big one at the 
bottom. 

Or koi fish going in different 
directions. 

1 Explain to the children how to use
the “how to draw a koi” printout. Go 
through all the steps verbally. Ask 
everyone to draw one squiggly line 
(step 1), the size of the koi they want 
to make. It can go in any direction, be 
straight, curve up, or down, or up 
and down. Once done, ask them to 
draw step 2, walk around and make 
sure they understand this and get it 
right. Then step 3, most children will 
know how to do the rest by now. 
Assist those who battle by going 
through the steps slowly. 
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You can have one big koi fish  
in the middle of your page.3 4

When you hear “I am done”, tell them to 
step back and make sure that they are happy 
with their composition. Tell them to add 
more detail, a mouth, scales etc. Look at the 
inspiration sheet if needed. 

Now draw in lily pads. 
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Prepare this part before the class begins
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Koi Drawing Class
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Add colour ink. Start with 
the koi fish first, then the 
lily pads and then the 
background. Add water to 
make colours lighter. 

Use your hand towel to 
remove excess ink/ water 
paint if need be. See how the 
crayons resist the ink. 

The next step is to use pastel 
crayons to add lines (and a bit 
more detail)  to the koi and 
lily pads. 
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At this point you could hear a pin drop in our studio. Everyone focussed to try get their 
drawings done before the time was up. Use a really thick brush for the background and a 
thinner brush for the edges and detail work.

And we managed to finish in time. 
Here are  a few of our masterpieces. 
We look forward to seeing yours! 


